
FJCL REGIONAL LATIN FORUM 2017 

ADVANCED DERIVATIVES 

 

Choose the best meaning of each underlined English word based on a Latin root. 

 

1. The man was uneasy over his wife’s surreptitious behavior. 

 A. secret  B. swift  C. unrelenting  D. cruel 

 

2. The full moon reflected off of the placid lake with refulgent glory. 

A. bent   B. constant  C. shining  D. subdued 

 

3. Despite his dilatory tactics, the student had to take his test. 

A. delaying  B. clever  C. immoral  D. laughable 

 

4. When presenting his scientific theories, the professor was intransigent. 

 A. indifferent  B. uncompromising C. undecided  D. inconsistent 

 

5. The waitress approached the table with a beatific expression on her face. 

 A. angry  B. reluctant  C. attractive  D. happy 

 

6. The path to the cabin was slow and sinuous. 

A. steep   B. rough   C. long   D. winding 

 

7. The geologists found the deposits they were excavating to be ossiferous. 

 A. exposed  B. containing bones C. hardened  D. volcanic 

 

8. The boy’s parents saw him grow more and more fatuous with each passing year. 

 A. loving  B. overweight  C. foolish  D. selfish 

 

9. The girl was lachrymose after her birthday party. 

 A. excited  B. exhausted  C. tearful  D. lonely 

 

10. The biologist was an expert on arenicolous species of plants and animals. 

 A. snow-dwelling B. forest-dwelling C. mountain-dwelling D. sand-dwelling 

 

Choose the English word that is derived from the given Latin word. 

 

11. aevum 

A. avid   B. primeval  C. evil   D. alleviate 

 

12. fruor 

A. profound   B. frustrate   C. fruit   D. defraud  

 

13. fors 

A. fort    B. fortuitous   C. effort   D. comfort 
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14. mitis 

A. mitigate   B. mite   C. demit   D. vomit 

 

15. nuo 

  A. annulation   B. connubial   C. nuclear   D. innuendo 

 

16. for 

A. foreign   B. effable   C. soufflé   D. perforate 

 

17. comes 

  A. income   B. concomitant  C. recommend  D. encompass 

 

18. filum 

A. filament   B. filler   C. filter   D. filial 

 

19. fur 

 A. furious  B. ferule  C. ferret  D. forgive 

 

20. spondeo 

 A. spouse  B. despondent  C. respond  D. spondyle 

 

Choose the meaning of the Latin word from which the given English word is derived. 

 

21. inveigle 

A. eye   B. destroy    C. voice   D. to carry 

 

22. hibernation 

 A. sleep  B. protection  C. winter  D. silence 

 

23. frail 

 A. fall   B. shape  C. dig   D. break 

 

24. essential 

A. know   B. eat    C. buy    D. be 

 

25. corner 

 A. horn  B. heart  C. conceal  D. fold 

 

26. prison 

A. oppress   B. seize   C. price   D. original 

 

27. aboriginal 

 A. belong  B. divide  C. construct  D. rise 

 

28. arcane 

 A. omen  B. wing  C. box   D. evil 
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29. patent 

 A. open  B. suffer  C. obey  D. beget 

 

30. scintillation 

A. ring   B. small   C. spark   D. moisten 

 

Choose the word that does NOT belong by derivation. 

 

31. A. fertilize  B. isolate  C. translate  D. conifer 

 

32. A. cadence  B. decide  C. incident  D. cadaver 

 

33. A. battery  B. battle  C. batter  D. baton 

 

34.  A. lacquer   B. lactic   C. lettuce   D. latte 

 

35.  A. lava   B. allow   C. alluvial   D. laundry 

 

36. A. vector  B. velocity  C. veteran  D. inveigh  

 

37. A. cabbage  B. captain  C. biceps  D. captive 

 

38. A. bulge   B. budge   C. boiler   D. bouillon 

 

39. A. pint   B. depict  C. poignant  D. paint 

 

40. A. peculiar  B. pecuniary  C. pectoral  D. peculate 

 

Choose the English derivative that best completes each sentence. 

 

41. Her snide remarks created an atmosphere that was __________ and uninviting. 

A. venal  B. tenebrous  C. diffident   D. salubrious 

 

42. Some worried that the boy was destined to be a(n) __________, but those who were closest 

to him saw him as virtuous and misunderstood. 

 A. reprobate  B. benefactor  C. funambulist  D. apiarist 

 

43. The newspaper criticized the senator’s speech as being overly-technical, __________, and 

generally unintelligible. 

A. sartorial  B. meritorious  C. luminous  D. sesquipedalian  

 

44. The defendant could barely restrain his anger, giving the lying witness a __________ look. 

A. pusillanimous B. minatory  C. despondent  D. lugubrious 
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45. Long hair and beards were the dominant __________ fashion of the 19th century. 

A. fastidious  B. aggrieving   C. recalcitrant  D. tonsorial  

 

46. The convict was disappointed in his lawyer’s failed attempts to __________ him. 

A. exculpate  B. expatiate  C. excoriate  D. extirpate 

 

47. After a lengthy delay, the deceased man’s remains were finally interred in a(n) __________. 

 A. ossicle  B. sudatorium  C. vagary   D. cinerarium 

 

48. The news of the senator’s resignation __________ very quickly among his supporters. 

 A. condescended B. culminated  C. propagated  D. litigated 

 

49. The flickering candle provided only a __________ glow in the dark of night. 

A. desultory  B. lambent  C. flamboyant  D. relucent 

 

50. The __________ air swept across the snow-capped mountains and swooped down through 

the valley, freezing everything in its path. 

 A. gelid  B. nubilous  C. desiccated  D. nefarious 

  


